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SAFETY WARNINGS

Safety Warnings
Review this User Guide before using NOVO’s Digital Radiography System.  
Retain document for subsequent use. 

Warning - Do not use a damaged appliance!

• Check all components upon receipt to assure damage has not occurred during shipment.  
In the event a component was damaged on delivery, contact NOVO DR immediately.

Warning - Proper Installation

• To guarantee your safety, ensure that the system is set up and connected as described in this User Guide.

Warning - Risk of electric shock - Danger of death! 

• Do not touch or hold mains plugs with wet hands. 
• When disconnecting, pull on the plug, not on the cable.
• In the event of damaged cables: disconnect from the power supply immediately.
• Make sure that the connector matches the port. Position the connector correctly in relation to the port.  

If connector and port don’t join easily, they might not match. Do not force a connector into a port.

Warning - Hazardous Radiation! 

• The X-ray source produces hazardous radiation when activated.  
To operate the equipment, follow your country’s health and safety regulations. 

Warning - Risk of Damage and/or Injury!

• Use caution when lifting and employ safe lifting practices upon setup or transit. 
• Do not attempt to disassemble or repair components. Disassembly as such will void all warranties.

Warning - Keep away from children and unauthorized users!
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Attach the 50m Communication Cable Reel 
to the side of the case. Unreel enough of 
the Communication Cable and connect it 
to the Control Box.

21
Turn on the Tablet using the power button.

Attention: Confirm that the USB 
adapter cable is connected both 
to the NOVO Hub and to the 
Tablet’s power outlet.

Note: USB adapter should be 
connected only to the side of the 
Tablet (not to the top)

Wired 
Mode

A

Disclaimer: Reading the radiation source manual and working according to the manufacture specifications 
guidelines is imperative before using NOVO’s systems. Furthermore, the usage of the radiation source must be 
according to the radiation regulations in the country in which you attempt to use the System.

Attention: If you have an available external 
power source please connect the NOVO AC 
power cable to the NOVO Hub.
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3
Connect the Detector's Cable both to the 
Control Box and to the Detector.

Connect the 
Communication Cable 
to the NOVO Hub.

4

Attention: Avoid connecting or 
disconnecting the Detector Cable from the 
Detector while the Control Box is On.

9 Tap the “X-Ray” icon to 
enable radiation and 
then tap the  if you 
wish to proceed or the 

 if you wish to abort.

The system will grab an image and display it 
on the Tablet in seconds.

10

5
Launch the Touch Software and 
wait for the system to establish 
a connection - the “Ready  ” 

message will be displayed when connection 
is established.

6 Carry the radiating source, Control Box and 
Detector to the inspected area, place the 
Detector behind the inspected object and 
place the source in front of it (~30"/~75cm 
when using the 15WN Detector or 
~40"/~100cm when using the 22WN 
Detector).

Prepare the radiating source according 
to the source's user manual and the local 
safety regulation.

7 Return back to the case and 
select the required number of 
pulses or seconds (Exposure 
Time) on the software.

8

Attention: Make sure that the source you are 
working with is set correctly in the software.
To select the correct source, tap the  icon.

Select the "Settings" option, then in the X-Ray 
Source window make sure you choose the 
correct source. 

Attention: With an 
unsynchronized source make 
sure to activate it before 
moving to section 9

Attention: If working with an 
unsynchronized source make sure to disable 
it before returning to the inspected object
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Wireless 
Mode

B

1
Turn on the Tablet using the power button.

2
Activate the Detector using the On/Off 
button on the side, confirm that status LED 
is blinking for ~30 seconds and then that 
all three LEDs are lit constantly (Battery, 
Wifi and Status).

3
Screw on the Control Box antenna to 
the Control Box and turn it on using the 
Wireless button on the side, confirm that 
the button’s LED is lit.

4
Launch the Touch Software.

5
Tap the wireless icon

and wait for the system 
to establish a connection 
- the "Ready  " message will be displayed 
when wireless connection is established.

Wireless 
On

Attention: Make sure that the source you are 
working with is set correctly in the software.
To select the correct source, tap the  icon.

Select the "Settings" option, then in the X-Ray 
Source window make sure you choose the 
correct source. 

Status

Wifi
On/Off

Battery
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Attention: With an unsynchronized 
source make sure to activate it 
before moving to section 9

Attention: If working with an 
unsynchronized source make sure to disable 
it before returning to the inspected object.

6 Carry the radiating source, Control Box and 
Detector to the inspected area, place the 
Detector behind the inspected object and 
place the source in front of it (~30"/~75cm 
when using the 15WN Detector or 
~40"/~100cm when using the 22WN 
Detector).

Prepare the radiating source according 
to the source's user manual and the local 
safety regulation 

7

9 Tap the “X-Ray” icon to 
start radiation and then 
tap the  if you wish 
to proceed or the  if 
you wish to abort.

The system will grab an image and display 
it on the Tablet in seconds.

10

Carry the tablet to a “safe zone” 
and then select the required 
number of pulses or seconds 
(Exposure Time) on the software.

8

Attention: In case you are experiencing an unstable or lose connection when working in 
wireless mode, you can improve reception by connecting the Wireless Ranger to the Tablet:

Screw on the Wireless 
Ranger antenna to the 
Wireless Ranger device.

Connect the Wireless 
Ranger USB cable to 
the Tablet’s USB socket 
and attach the Wireless 
Ranger to the back of 
the Tablet using the 
built-in magnets.

Tap the wireless icon and wait for the 
system to establish a connection - the 
“Ready  ” message will be displayed 
when wireless connection is established . 
Then proceed to grabbing X-ray images.

If the Touch 
Software is running, 
turn off Wireless 
Mode by tapping 
the wireless icon.

a

c d

b
Wireless 

Off
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1
On the "Enhancing" screen tap the "Save" 
icon on the upper right corner.

2

Saving an Image:

On the "Image Information" screen enter 
the information related to the image you 
are working on (Image and operator name, 
saving location, label, general information 
etc.) and then tap the "Save" icon on the 
bottom right corner.

Shutting Down the System 

Tap the “X” on the upper right corner of the software.  
A window with the “Cancel” or “Close” option will pop up on the screen .  
Tap “Cancel” to abort shutting down the software, tap “Close” to shut 
down the Software.

Attention: When working with external power the Detector and the Control Box will be left On in order to 
enable charging the batteries. When working using batteries both the Detector and the Control Box will 
shut down automatically. If for some reason the Detector or the Control Box do not shut down, press the 
Detector’s button for ~5 seconds until the “Status” LED blinks and disconnect the communication cable in 
“wired mode” or press the Control Box’s “Wireless” button until On/Off button turns off in “wireless mode”.
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Indication During Charging Indication when Fully Charged Estimated full charge Image

Control Box 
Battery

Control Box "Battery"  
LED – Blinking Green

Control Box "Battery" LED – 
Solid Green

5 Hours

Detector  
Battery

No indication No indication 4 Hours.

*  If Detector is on, estimated 
charging time is 8 Hours.

Status

Wifi
On/Off

Battery

1

3

Connect the NOVO AC power cable to 
both the NOVO hub and to an external 
power outlet.

Connect the 50m Communication Cable to 
both the NOVO Hub and to the Control Box.

4 Turn off the detector by pressing the 
Detector’s on/off button for ~5 seconds 
until the “Status” LED blinks.

Connect the Detector's Cable to both the 
Control Box and to the Detector.

The system consists of several batteries:
• Control Box Battery • Detector Battery • Tablet Battery • Golden X-ray source Battery (optional)

2

Charging the System's Batteries:

Charging the Control Box and Detector Batteries:

Attention: Disconnect the NOVO AC power cable before disassembling the system's modules.
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Charging the Golden X-ray Battery:

6
In order to charge the battery, refer to the Golden Engineering manual.

Charging the Tablet's Battery:

5
Confirm the connection between the 
Tablet's power cable and the power 
connection on board the Tablet.

Indication During Charging Indication when Fully Charged Estimated full charge Image

Tablet  
Battery

Tablet "Battery" LED –  
Solid Orange

Tablet "Battery" LED –  
Solid Green

3 Hours  
(For 10.1" ToughpadTM  
FZ-G1 Tablet)
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Attach the 50m Communication Cable Reel 
to the side of the case. Unreel enough of 
the Communication Cable and connect it to 
the Control Box.

21
Turn on the Tablet using the power button.

Attention: Confirm that the USB 
adapter cable is connected both 
to the NOVO Hub and to the 
Tablet’s power outlet.

Note: USB adapter should be 
connected only to the side of the 
Tablet (not to the top)

Wired Mode

A

Attention: If you have an available external 
power source please connect the NOVO AC 
power cable to the NOVO Hub.

Disclaimer: Reading the radiation source manual and working according to the manufacture specifications 
guidelines is imperative before using NOVO’s systems. Furthermore, the usage of the radiation source must be 
according to the radiation regulations in the country in which you attempt to use the System.
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3
Connect the Detector's Cable both to the 
Control Box and to the Detector.

Connect the 
Communication Cable 
to the NOVO Hub.

4

Attention: Avoid connecting or 
disconnecting the Detector Cable from the 
Detector while the Control Box is On.

9 Tap the “X-Ray” icon to 
enable radiation and 
then tap the  if you 
wish to proceed or the 

 if you wish to abort.

The system will activate the X-ray source, 
grab an image and display it on the Tablet in 
seconds.

10

5
Launch the Touch Software and 
wait for the system to establish 
a connection - the “Ready  ” 

message will be displayed when connection 
is established.

6 Carry the X-Ray source (attached to the 
Control Box) and the Detector to the 
inspected area, place the Detector behind 
the inspected object and place the X-Ray 
source in front of the inspected object 
(~30"/~75cm when using the 15WS 
Detector or ~40"/~100cm when using the 
22WS Detector).

Stand behind the X-Ray source and switch 
it On, confirm 99/199 pulses are displayed 
on the X-Ray source LCD screen.

7 Return back to the case and 
select the required number 
of pulses (Exposure Time) 
on the software.

8

Attention: Make sure that the source you are 
working with is set correctly in the software.
To select the correct source, tap the  icon.

Select the "Settings" option, then in the X-Ray 
Source window make sure you choose the 
correct source. 
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Wireless Mode

B

1
Turn on the Tablet using the power button.

2
Activate the Detector using the On/Off 
button on the side, confirm that status LED 
is blinking for ~30 seconds and then that all 
three LEDs are lit constantly (Battery, Wifi 
and Status).

Status

Wifi

On/Off
Battery

3
Screw on the Control Box antenna to 
the Control Box and turn it on using the 
Wireless button on the side, confirm that 
the button’s LED is lit.

4
Launch the Touch Software.

5
Tap the wireless icon

and wait for the system to 
establish a connection - the 
"Ready  " message will be displayed 
when wireless connection is established.

Wireless 
On

Attention: Make sure that the source you are 
working with is set correctly in the software.
To select the correct source, tap the  icon.

Select the "Settings" option, then in the X-Ray 
Source window make sure you choose the 
correct source. 
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6 Carry the X-Ray source (attached to the 
Control Box) and the Detector to the 
inspected area. Place the Detector behind 
the inspected object and place the X-Ray 
source in front of the inspected object 
(~30"/~75cm when using the 15WS 
Detector or ~40"/~100cm when using the 
22WS Detector).

Stand behind the X-Ray source and switch 
it On. Confirm 99/199 pulses are displayed 
on the X-Ray source LCD screen. 

7

9 Tap the “X-Ray” icon to 
start radiation and then 
tap the  if you wish 
to proceed or the  if 
you wish to abort.

The system will activate the 
X-ray source, grab an image 
and display it on the Tablet in 
seconds.

10

Carry the tablet to a “safe zone” 
and then select the required 
number of pulses (Exposure 
Time) on the software.

8

Attention: In case you are experiencing an unstable or lose connection when working in 
wireless mode, you can improve reception by connecting the Wireless Ranger to the Tablet:

Screw on the Wireless 
Ranger antenna to the 
Wireless Ranger device.

Connect the Wireless 
Ranger USB cable to 
the Tablet’s USB socket 
and attach the Wireless 
Ranger to the back of 
the Tablet using the 
built-in magnets.

Tap the wireless icon and wait for the 
system to establish a connection - the 
“Ready  ” message will be displayed 
when wireless connection is established . 
Then proceed to grabbing X-ray images.

If the Touch 
Software is running, 
turn off Wireless 
Mode by tapping 
the wireless icon.

a

c d

b
Wireless 

Off
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1
On the "Enhancing" screen tap the "Save" 
icon on the upper right corner.

2

Saving an Image:

On the "Image Information" screen enter 
the information related to the image you 
are working on (Image and operator name, 
saving location, label, general information 
etc.) and then tap the "Save" icon on the 
bottom right corner.

Shutting Down the System 

Tap the “X” on the upper right corner of the software.  
A window with the “Cancel” or “Close” option will pop up on the screen .  
Tap “Cancel” to abort shutting down the software, tap “Close” to shut 
down the Software.

Attention: When working with external power the Detector and the Control Box will be left On in order to 
enable charging the batteries. When working using batteries both the Detector and the Control Box will 
shut down automatically, if for some reason the Detector or the Control Box do not shut down, press the 
Detector’s button for ~5 seconds until the “Status” LED blinks and disconnect the communication cable in 
“wired mode” or press the Control Box’s “Wireless” button until On/Off button turns off in “wired mode”.
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1

3

Connect the NOVO AC power cable to 
both the NOVO hub and to an external 
power outlet.

Connect the 50m Communication Cable to 
both the NOVO Hub and to the Control Box.

4 Turn off the detector by pressing the 
Detector’s on/off button for ~5 seconds 
until the “Status” LED blinks.

Connect the Detector's Cable to both the 
Control Box and the Detector.

The system consists of several batteries:
• Control Box Battery • Detector Battery • Tablet Battery • Golden X-ray source Battery (optional)

2

Charging the System's Batteries:

Charging the Control Box and Detector Batteries:

Attention: Disconnect the NOVO AC power cable before disassembling the system's modules.

Indication During Charging Indication when Fully Charged Estimated full charge Image

Control Box 
Battery

Control Box “Battery”  
LED – Blinking Green

Control Box “Battery” LED – 
Solid Green

5 Hours

Detector  
Battery

No indication No indication 4 Hours.

*  If Detector is on, estimated 
charging time is 8 Hours.

Status

Wifi
On/Off

Battery
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Charging the Golden X-ray Battery:

6
In order to charge the battery, refer to the Golden Engineering manual.

Charging the Tablet's Battery:

5
Confirm the connection between the 
Tablet's power cable and the power 
connection on board the Tablet.

Indication During Charging Indication when Fully Charged Estimated full charge Image

Tablet  
Battery

Tablet "Battery" LED –  
Solid Orange

Tablet "Battery" LED –  
Solid Green

3 Hours  
(For 10.1" ToughpadTM  
FZ-G1 Tablet)
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NOVO 15 PATROL SYSTEM 
NOVO 22 PATROL SYSTEM 

NOVO 15 TACTICAL SYSTEM

Patrol & Tactical  
Operation Guide

Patrol Backpack
Tactical Backpack
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1
Turn on the Tablet using the power button.

Wired Mode

A

Disclaimer: Reading the radiation source manual and working according to the manufacture specifications 
guidelines is imperative before using NOVO's systems. Furthermore, the usage of the radiation source must be 
according to the radiation regulations in the country in which you attempt to use the System.

Confirm the connection 
of the Golden X-ray 
cable between the 
Control Box and the 
Golden source.

2

3
Connect the Detector's Cable to both the 
Control Box and to the Detector.

Connect the 50/20 meter Communication 
cable (Patrol / Tactical) to the Control Box.

4

Attention: Avoid connecting or 
disconnecting the Detector Cable from the 
Detector while the Control Box is On.
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11 Tap the "X-Ray" icon to 
start radiation and then 
tap the  if you wish 
to proceed or the  if 
you wish to abort.

The system will activate the X-ray source, 
grab an image and display it on the Tablet 
in seconds.

12

7 Launch the Touch Software and 
wait for the system to establish 
a connection - the "Ready  " 
message will be displayed when 

connection is established.

8 Carry the X-Ray source (attached to the 
Control Box) and the Detector to the 
inspected area, place the Detector behind 
the inspected object and place the X-Ray 
source in front of the inspected object 
(~30"/~75cm when using the 15WS 
Detector or ~40"/~100cm when using the 
22WS Detector).

Stand behind the X-Ray source and switch 
it On, confirm 99/199 pulses are displayed 
on the X-Ray source LCD screen.

9 Carry the tablet to a "safe zone" 
and then select the required 
number of pulses (Exposure 
Time) on the software.

10

5 6
Connect the remaining end of the 
Communication Cable to the USB Comm. 
Adapter and attach the USB Comm. 
Adapter to the back of the Tablet using the 
build-in magnets.

Connect the USB 
connector of the USB 
Comm. Adapter to the 
Tablet's USB socket.

Attention: Make sure that the source you are 
working with is set correctly in the software.
To select the correct source, tap the  icon.

Select the "Settings" option, then in the X-Ray 
Source window make sure you choose the 
correct source. 
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Wireless Mode

B

1
Turn on the Tablet using the power button.   

2
Activate the Detector using the On/Off 
button on the side, confirm that status LED 
is blinking for ~30 seconds and then that all 
three LEDs are lit constantly (Battery, Wifi 
and Status).

3
Screw on the Control Box antenna to 
the Control Box and turn it on using the 
Wireless button on the side, confirm that 
the button's LED is lit.

4
Launch the Touch Software.

5
Tap the wireless icon

and wait for the 
system to establish a 
connection - the "Ready  " message will 
be displayed when wireless connection is 
established.

Wireless 
On

Attention: Make sure that the source you are 
working with is set correctly in the software.
To select the correct source, tap the  icon.

Select the "Settings" option, then in the X-Ray 
Source window make sure you choose the 
correct source. 

Status

Wifi

On/Off
Battery
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6 Carry the X-Ray source (attached to the 
Control Box) and the Detector to the 
inspected area, place the Detector behind 
the inspected object and place the X-Ray 
source in front of the inspected object 
(~30"/~75cm when using the 15WS 
Detector or ~40"/~100cm when using the 
22WS Detector).

Stand behind the X-Ray source and switch 
it On. Confirm 99/199 pulses are displayed 
on the X-Ray source LCD screen.

7

9 Tap the “X-Ray” icon to 
start radiation and then 
tap the  if you wish to 
proceed or the  if you 
wish to abort.

The system will activate the 
X-ray source, grab an image 
and display it on the Tablet in 
seconds.

10

Carry the tablet to a "safe zone" 
and then select the required 
number of pulses (Exposure 
Time) on the software.

8

Attention: In case you are experiencing an unstable or lose connection when working in 
wireless mode, you can improve reception by connecting the Wireless Ranger to the Tablet:

Screw on the Wireless 
Ranger antenna to the 
Wireless Ranger device.

Connect the Wireless 
Ranger USB cable to 
the Tablet's USB socket 
and attach the Wireless 
Ranger to the back of 
the Tablet using the 
built-in magnets.

Tap the wireless icon and wait for the 
system to establish a connection - the 
"Ready  " message will be displayed 
when wireless connection is established. 
Then proceed to grabbing X-ray images.

If the Touch 
Software is running, 
turn off Wireless 
Mode by tapping 
the wireless icon.

a

c d

b
Wireless 

Off
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1
On the "Enhancing" screen tap the "Save" 
icon on the upper right corner.

2

Saving an Image:

On the "Image Information" screen enter 
the information related to the image you 
are working on (Image and operator name, 
saving location, label, general information 
etc.) and then tap the "Save" icon on the 
bottom right corner.

Shutting Down the System 

Tap the "X" on the upper right corner of the software.  
A window with the "Cancel" or "Close" option will pop up on the screen. 
Tap "Cancel" to abort shutting down the software, tap "Close" to shut 
down the Software and the system.

Attention: If for some reason the Detector or the Control Box do not shut down, press the Detector's button 
for ~5 seconds until the "Status" LED blinks and disconnect the communication cable in “wired mode” or 
press the Control Box's "Wireless" button until On/Off button turns off in “wired mode”.
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1

3

Connect the Detector's Cable to both 
the Control Box and the Detector.

Turn off the detector by pressing the Detector’s on/off button for ~5 seconds until the “Status” LED blinks.

Connect the NOVO AC power cable to 
both the NOVO hub and to an external 
power outlet.

The system consists of several batteries:
• Control Box Battery • Detector Battery • Tablet Battery • Golden X-ray source Battery (optional)

2

Charging the System's Batteries:

Charging the Control Box and Detector Batteries:

Attention: Disconnect the NOVO AC power cable before disassembling the system's.

Indication During Charging Indication when Fully Charged Estimated full charge Image

Control Box 
Battery

Control Box “Battery”  
LED – Blinking Green

Control Box “Battery” LED – 
Solid Green

5 Hours

Detector  
Battery

No indication No indication 4 Hours.

*  If Detector is on, estimated 
charging time is 8 Hours.

Status

Wifi
On/Off

Battery
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Charging the Golden X-ray Battery:

5
In order to charge the battery, refer to Golden Engineering manual.

Charging the Tablet's Battery:

4
Connect the Tablet's power cable to 
both the power connection on board 
the Tablet and your power outlet.

Indication During Charging Indication when Fully Charged Estimated full charge Image

Tablet  
Battery

Tablet "Battery" LED –  
Solid Orange

Tablet "Battery" LED –  
Solid Green

3 Hours  
(For 10.1" ToughpadTM  
FZ-G1 Tablet)



NOVO 15 URBAN SYSTEM

Urban 
Operation Guide
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Disclaimer: Reading the radiation source manual and working according to the manufacture specifications 
guidelines is imperative before using NOVO's systems. Furthermore, the usage of the radiation source must be 
according to the radiation regulations in the country in which you attempt to use the System. 

1
Turn on the Tablet using the power button.

Connect the Spark to the Golden X-ray 
source and attach it to the side of the 
source using the built-in magnet.

2
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Attention: Make sure that the source you 
are working with is set correctly in the 
software.
To select the correct source, tap the  
icon.

Select the "Settings" option, then in the 
X-Ray Source window make sure you 
choose the correct source. 

4 Launch the Touch Software.

3
Activate the Detector using the On/Off 
button on the side, confirm that status LED 
is blinking for ~30 seconds and then that 
all three LEDs are lit constantly (Battery, 
Wifi and Status).

5
Tap the  icon.

Select the "Settings" option, then in the 
Control Device window select the Spark 
option.

6 Go back to the "X-Ray" screen and wait for 
the system to establish a connection - the 
"Ready  " message will be displayed 
when wireless connection is established. 
The "Spark" indication will replace the 
"Control Box" battery indication in the 
upper left corner.

Status

Wifi

On/Off
Battery
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10
Tap the “X-Ray” icon to start radiation and then tap the  if 
you wish to proceed or the  if you wish to abort.

The system will activate the X-ray source, grab an image and display it on the Tablet in seconds.11

7 Carry the X-Ray source (attached with the Spark) 
and the Detector to the inspected area, place the 
Detector behind the inspected object and place the 
X-Ray source in front of the inspected object (at a 
distance  of ~30"/~75cm from the 15WS detector).

Stand behind the X-Ray source and switch it On, confirm that 99/199 pulses are displayed on the X-Ray 
source LCD screen.

8

Carry the tablet to a "safe zone" and then select the required 
number of pulses (Exposure Time) on the software�

9
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Screw on the Wireless 
Ranger antenna to the 
Wireless Ranger device.

Connect the Wireless 
Ranger USB cable to 
the Tablet's USB socket 
and attach the Wireless 
Ranger to the back of 
the Tablet using the 
built-in magnets.

Follow steps 4-6 and proceed to grabbing 
the X-ray images.

If the Touch Software is running, 
turn it off.

a

c d

b

Attention: In case you are experiencing an unstable or lose connection when working in 
wireless mode, you can improve reception by connecting the Wireless Ranger to the Tablet:

1
On the "Enhancing" screen tap the "Save" 
icon on the upper right corner.

2

Saving an Image:

On the "Image Information" screen enter 
the information related to the image you 
are working on (Image and operator name, 
saving location, label, general information 
etc.) and then tap the "Save" icon on the 
bottom right corner.

Shutting Down the System 

Tap the "X" on the upper right corner of the software.  
A window with the "Cancel" or "Close" option will pop up on the screen. 
Tap "Cancel" to abort shutting down the software, tap "Close" to shut 
down the Software and the detector.

Attention: If for some reason the detector does not shut down, press the detector's On/Off button for  
~5 seconds until the "Status" LED blinks. In order to shut down the Spark, switch off the X-ray source and 
then disconnect the Spark from it.
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Connect the NOVO Detector Charging 
Cable to the Detector and to an external 
power outlet. Turn off the detector by 
pressing the Detector’s on/off button for 
~5 seconds until the “Status” LED blinks.

The system consists of several batteries:
• Detector Battery • Tablet Battery • Golden X-ray source Battery (optional)

1

Charging the System's Batteries:

Charging the Detector Batteries:

Charging the Golden X-ray Battery:

3
In order to charge the battery, refer to Golden Engineering manual.

Charging the Tablet's Battery:

2
Connect the Tablet's power cable to 
both the power connection on board 
the Tablet and your power outlet.

Indication During Charging Indication when Fully Charged Estimated full charge Image

Tablet  
Battery

Tablet "Battery" LED –  
Solid Orange

Tablet "Battery" LED –  
Solid Green

3 Hours  
(For 10.1" ToughpadTM  
FZ-G1 Tablet)

Attention: After disconnecting the NOVO Detector Charging cable you will need to shut down the detector. 
Press the Detector's On/Off button for ~5 seconds until the "Status" LED blinks before letting go of the button.

Indication During Charging Indication when Fully Charged Estimated full charge Image

Detector  
Battery

No indication No indication 4 Hours.

*  If Detector is on, estimated 
charging time is 8 Hours.

Status

Wifi
On/Off

Battery



NOVO Touch 
Software
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NOVO Touch Software
Comprehensive and user friendly, NOVO TOUCH software provides a wide selection of image enhancement 
tools and a multitude of customized setting options.   

A few simple gestures - tap, drag, scroll, swipe, and pinch, are all you need to operate your touch screen 
monitor. 

The following manual describes in detail the structure of NOVO’s Touch software and explains how to operate 
the various functions for an easy to use working experience.
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Top Bar (left)

Status Icons

The following table describes the meaning of each status icon:

Device Icon Description

Tablet
Tablet battery level indication during charging - connected via cable to power

Tablet Battery level indication - battery operation

Control 
Box

Control Box Battery level indication during charging - connected via cable to power

Control Box Battery level fully charged - connected via cable to power

Control Box Battery level indication - battery operation

No communication between Control Box and Tablet

Spark
Wireless Spark is connected

No communication with the Wireless Spark (trying to establish connection)

Split 
Cable

Split Cable is connected (connection between the detector and the Tablet)   

No communication between detector and Tablet in Split Cable mode

Detector

Detector battery level indication during charging - connected via cable to power

Detector Battery level indication - battery operation

No communication between the detector and Control Box
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Detector Icon
Touch and hold the Detector icon to open and select from a dropdown menu:

Option Description

Import Detector Import a definition File of a detector

Export Detector Transfer a definition file to another computer or to an external storing device

Import Radiation Source Import definition file of a new radiation source.

Import Detector Import a definition File of a detector

Export Detector Transfer a definition file to another computer or to an external storing device

New Detector create new detector definition file

1. Tap the detector icon

2. Tap to select 
from the  
dropdown menu
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Import Radiation Source

Import Detector

““Import Radiation Source” is used when a new Xray source (which is not located in the Xray list) is 
being used, for this reason NOVO DR is preparing a new definition file with the relevant parameters 
of the source. This file can be imported to the software using this option and from any storage device.

“Import Detector” is used when you wish to import a definition file of a Detector to a specific NOVO 
Touch software.

In order to do so, first you need to export the definition file from one software to a storage device (see 
“Export Detector” section). The specific definition file can now be imported to the software you are 
working with from the storage device.

1. Tap the  
detector icon

2. Select “Import Detector” 
from the dropdown menu to 
implement a calibration file
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“Export Detector” is used when you wish to export a Detector definition file from one NOVO Touch 
Software to another (Exporting a definition file from a specific detector can only be done after a 
calibration procedure has been done).

The Export definition file is created from the NOVO Touch Software and it can be transfered to a storage 
device. Once created the specific definition file can be imported to the NOVO Touch software you are 
working on from the storage device.

“New Detector” lets you duplicate the current detector definition file  in order to prepare new definition 
file (new calibration) for a new detector.

When tapping the “new Detector” option a window will pop up asking you to enter a serial number 
related to the new panel, after tapping “Create” another massage will pop up advising you to create 
new calibration for the new detector.

Export Detector

New Detector

1. Tap the  
detector icon

2. Select “Export Detector” 
from the dropdown menu 
to transfer a calibration 
file to another computer or 
storage device
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Settings icon

1. Tap the Settings icon

2. Tap to select from  
the dropdown menu

     Settings Set and reset system settings and personal preferences.  
Go to Settings section for further information 

     Online/Offline Defines system connection status: tapping the “Offline” button will transfer the system to 
“Offline” mode and vice versa with “Online” mode

     Detector Calibration Calibrate detector for optimal image quality while creating a calibration file adjusted to 
the specific detector (for further information go to calibration section) 

     Open Open and transfer a zip file of an image database into your Gallery   

     Live Grab a live video of the inspected object when using the Lookout module

     Backup Database Backup all of the image database in your Gallery to a zip file on your computer or on to 
an external storing device   

     About System versions, disclaimer and general information

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Go to Settings section for further information.

Settings

Online/Offline

This option enables you to disconnect or connect the system from within the software and with no 
need to shut it down(in battery mode the system will shut down).

System Online - go to offline mode

System Offline - go to Online mode
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The calibration section enables you to run a calibration procedure to the detector in order to create a 
definition file, the definition file is correcting the non uniformities and distortions from the taken image 
and creating an optimal image that is ideal for analysis.

Detector Calibration

Calibration procedure

The calibration procedure is fully automatic and requires the operator to do the following operations 
only: choose the right X-ray source1, adjust the source in front of the detector as illustrated in the setup2 
and run X-Ray calibration process. During the calibration procedure a preview of taken images (dark and 
light) will be seen at the bottom of the screen. If the operator wants to save the definition file at the end 
of the calibration, they needto tap the “Apply” button.

Dark and light 
images during 

calibrations

1  Some sources cannot be synchronized with the system and needs to be operated manually before starting the calibration 
procedure.

2 Setup image will change according to the X-Ray source (CP or pulsed) and the detector size.
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Dark calibration

When a fast calibration is needed you can run a dark calibration procedure. Although the image is not 
optimized, it is still quiet and uniformed and can give detailed information.

Calibration with averaging

When a higher quality image is needed, especially for NDT applications, there is an option to run a 
calibration with averaging, running a calibration with averaging helps decrease the noise level on the 
image and increase its quality, this is mainly important when we want to view small details in inspected 
images.

Safety delay during averaging

If you need to move away from the system during calibration, you may use the enable safety delay option. 
The system will not activate the X-Ray during the specified period of the delay time.
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Uploading images from a storage device to the software Gallery can be done using the “Open” option. The 
supported image file types (must be compressed in a zip file) are: “tif”, “tiff”, “jpg”, “jpeg”, “bmp”, “png”.

Open

1. Select “Open” from the 
Settings dropdown menu

2. Open and transfer  
a Zip file of images  
stored in your gallery
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“Live” mode is allows us to view a live video of the inspected area. The “Live” mode can be used by 
the operator only when the “Lookout” module is being used for Dual Energy applications (see lookout 
section).

When choosing the “Live” mode, the day/night camera on the Lookout module is switched on. At the 
same time an image window will appear in the software and it will display a live view of the object 
in front of the X-Ray source. TheLive mode can be used in day and night conditions and is switched 
between the two automatically.

Note: In addition to the Live video stream you can also hear a live audio stream which is also transmitted 
from the Lookout. The audio stream can help you listen if the source is working (“click” sound) or listen 
to the environment in general. In order to exit Live mode, tap the “X” on the image box.

Live

Backup Database
“Backup Database” is used when the entire image database needs backup. The database will be saved 
as a “zip” file.

2. Backup all images in your 
gallery to a Zip file or to an 
external storage device

1. Select “Backup Database”  
from the Settings dropdown menu
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About
“About” option contains general information of the system such as software and system versions, 
company website, Email for general info, disclaimer and copyrights.

2. Get all software and 
system information

1. Select “About” from the 
settings dropdown menu
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X-Ray Screen

“X-Ray Screen” is the main screen for controlling and activating the X-Ray procedure.

Pulse / Time Bar Set exposure time or number of pulses depending on the radiating source Source  
you are using

X-ray Source 
Connection Status View connection status (Ready, Not connected, Connecting) 

Organic Detection Activate Dual Energy feature using the “Lookout” module to differentiate between 
organic and inorganic materials within the inspected object

Wireless Select to work in “Wireless” mode  

Averaging Grab multiple images for averaging to reduce noise in the image 

Detector Select the detector in use

Front Led Select Control Box led lights status

Safety Delay Delay the exposure and maintain a safety distance

Grab an image Activate the X-ray source and grabbing an image

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Time exposure

Drag stopwatch icon 
up or down to set 

exposure time

Tap the time window  
to display calculator

Number of pulses/Exposure Time Bar
BWhen preparing to take a shot you may choose the number of pulses or exposure time values to be 
used with the source. Values will depend on the density of the material the inspected object is made of. 
The bar on the screen can be adjusted depending on the X-ray source model you are using (Pulses for 
pulsed X-Ray sources or time for continues potential sources), to choose the relevant X-Ray source you 
should go to the “Settings” window (see “Settings” section for further information).

You can set the bar in two ways:

1. Drag the stop-watch icon up or down to set number of pulses or exposure time.

Note: for accurate exposure time with CP sources, the exposure time bar is split into two: seconds and 
milliseconds.

2.  Tap the time/number of pulses to display calculator screen at the top of the bar, then enter your own 
values.

Pulse exposure

Drag stopwatch icon  
up or down to set 
number of pulses

Tap on the pulse number 
to display calculator
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Connection Status
When initializing the software a communication process need to be established between the Tablet and 
the Control Box/Detector, the connection status window shows the connection procedure until system 
is ready for use. Once a connection is established you can grab X-Ray images, note that grabbing X-Ray 
image is disabled when system is initializing connection.

During the initialization of the system a white circle will be displayed in the status bar of the Control Box 
and the status bar of the Detector (a white circle with a black dot inside might be displayed instead).
When a connection is ready the a battery status will be displayed in the status bar. 

Establishing Connection
Cable mode

Wireless mode

Initializing connection

Initializing connection
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Connection established, ready for work
Cable mode

 

Wireless mode

Ready status

Ready status
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Organic Detection
The Organic Detection option is used when you need to identify organic and inorganic materials in the 
inspected object. In order to do so you need to use the Lookout module which is attached to the Golden 
family X-Ray sources.

To activate this feature tap the “Organic Detection” button, this will initiate the Lookout module.

Note: to differentiate between organic and inorganic materials within the inspected object, multiple 
images (at least two) are taken by the system.
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Wireless
Wireless mode is used when you need to work without any cables (Full Wireless Mode) or to work 
partly with cables (Semi Wireless A Mode and Semi-Wireless B Mode).

To select and verify wireless transmission mode, check the wireless button on your screen. 

To establish a wireless transmission mode, tap the wireless button. 

Once the connection is successfully established, the connection status will be changed to “Ready” 

Your tablet and control box/detector will now be operating on wireless mode. 

Note: Take into consideration that although deploying the system in wireless mode is faster compared 
to cable mode, the connection of the system is less rigid and is dependent on the environment you are 
working in.

Wireless connection 
established, tap the “Wireless” 

button to exit wireless mode 

Wireless mode is off, Tap 
the “Wireless” button to 
activate wireless mode

Wireless mode  
switched on

initiating 
connection
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Averaging
Averaging is a noise reduction process,  It joins a number of consecutive images (no less than two) and 
displays a single refined averaged  image. 

To activate Averaging – tap the “Averaging” button, a drop down menu will appear. 

You can select the number of shoots from the menu, or tap the Calculator Icon, and type in a customized 
number of shots. 

Tap OK when done. The selected number of shots will appear at the top left corner of the Averaging 
button. 

To set Averaging Off – tap the “Averaging” button.  

Tap “Averaging” button to 
activate averaging
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Tap to select a number of 
consecutive shots from the 

dropdown menu 

The selected number of 
images for averaging  
will appear on screen

To switch off averaging mode 
tap the “Averaging” button

Tap OK when done Tap OK when done

Or tap the calculator icon to 
display the calculator and type in a 

customized number of shots

Averaging (continued)
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Detector
Tap the dropdown Icon to select the type of Detector in use (the right type of detector with the suitable 
calibration file and the right serial number).  

Note: Make sure that the serial Number (in parenthesis) matches the number on the actual detector 
you are working with. 

2. Tap to select from  
the dropdown menu

1. Tap the dropdown icon
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Front LED
The Front Led dropdown icon controls the Control Box flashlight LEDs.

There are two types of flashlight LEDs:

1.  White flashlight LED is used when illuminating the environment is needed in low light situations or 
when a safety beacon is being used during X-Ray activation (choosing this option can be done in the 
settings window).

2.  Infra-red flashlight LED is used when illuminating the environment in dark environment and also 
when a discrete solution is needed (when the operator uses night vision goggles for example). When 
choosing this mode all of the lights located on the Control Box turn off except for the IR LED and a red 
light around the IR pushbutton.

 Both LED illumination can be activated either from the Tablet or directly from the Control Box. 

Tap the dropdown icon and make your selection.

Tap the dropdown icon

Tap to select from the 
dropdown menu
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Safety Delay
Delaying the X-ray shot can be done using the Safety Delay module this option will allow to maintain a 
safety distance.

To activate “Safety Delay” tap the “Safety Delay” button, a timer will appear, then tap the timer in order 
to set the desired delay time and tap OK, time delay will appear at the top left corner of the Safety Delay 
Button.

To switch “Safety Delay” off tap the “Safety Delay” button once again.  

Tap the “Safety Delay” 
button to activate 

safety delay

Time delay will appear at 
the top left corner of the 

“Safety Delay” button

To switch safety delay off tap 
the “Safety Delay” button

Tap the timer to set 
delay time
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Taking a Shot
Once the system has established a connection (“Ready”) and all options are set, an X-Ray image can 
be taken.

In order to grab an image tap the “Xray” button.

A Pop up window will appear “Are you sure you wish to fire?”

• To cancel - tap   and then X-ray Off status will be restored.

• To confirm - tap   and then the system will activate X-Ray shooting process.

To abort while shooting is in progress - Tap the emergency stop Icon:

Tap the “Xray” button 
to allow X-Ray shot

Tap “X” to cancel X-Ray 
shooting. X-Ray status Off 
will be restored

Tap “√” to confirm X-Ray 
shooting. X-Ray process 
will be activated

Shooting in progress

Tap to abort 
the shooting 
in progress
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Enhancing Screen

Manipulations can be done on received images or images from the Gallery using the NOVO image 
enhancing features. 

The Image enhancing buttons are very intuitive and easy to use, by using these enhancing features, the 
image can be optimized and maximum amount of details can be viewed.

Tool Bar Right Bar

Left Bar
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Left Bar

Leveling Greyscale leveling 

Genie Advanced propriety image processing tool

Sharpen Image sharpening tool

Emboss Transform grayscale to 3D tool 

Measure Accurate measuring tool

More Additional NDT tools

1

2

3

4

5

6

Note: You can touch and hold most of the icons on the Enhancing page this will open a dropdown 
menu will allow and access to additional enhancing options.   

Left Bar
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Leveling
The Leveling tool enables the operator to lighten or darken the image while displaying greyscale levels that: 

a. Can be technically displayed on a computer screen

b. Are visible to the human eye

You will now be able to view and examine a unique greyscale spectrum of a specific detail. 

Note: Displaying a 16 bit image, taken with NOVO’s Flat Panel detectors on a computer monitor requires 
the allocation of a brightness value to a 0-65,536 pixel value range. This is achieved by using a “linear 
translation” of pixel values to 256 grayscale monitor brightness.

Leveling of a region

Tap to view a full 
range greyscale 

Tap for automatic levelling 

Tap to select a region of 
viewing and processing 

Drag/scroll bar up or down 
to achieve desire levelling

Tap to stop processing and 
return to previous screen 

Tap to apply changes 
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Genie
NOVO’s Genie is an advanced image processing tool comprising of NOVO’s unique proprietary algorithm 
and cutting edge tools. The Genie is designed to achieve the highest image quality and enhanced details 
at the shortest amount of time, while allowing a prompt yet comprehensive analysis.

Tap the Genie button to open the Genie Enhancing window and choose from the following Enhancing 
options: 

Note: you can touch and hold the Genie button to open and select from a dropdown menu.

Option Description

Strong Apply Genie process to high density objects 

Medium Apply Genie process to medium density objects 

Light Apply Genie process to low density objects

Note: Applying the “Strong “Genie option on an Averaged image will yield a particularly enhanced image.    

Short tap on the “Genie” button will open “Genie”options window:

Long tap on the “Genie” button will open a drop down “Genie” options:

Tap to select a penetration 
level depending on the 
density of the object 

Tap to apply changes 

Tap to return to 
previous screen 
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Sharpen
The sharpening tool enhances details while helping to distinguish subtle nuances. A short tap on the 
“Sharpen” button intensifies the sharpening effect.

Touch and hold the Sharpen button to open and select from a dropdown menu:

Option Description

Strong Apply an accelerated sharpening effect 

Medium Apply a medium sharpening effect

Light Apply a minor sharpening effect

Adjust Sharpen image manually by dragging the sharpening bars  

A short tap on the “Sharpen” button will sharpen the image:

Tap 1 Tap 2 Tap 3 Tap 4

Tap to save 
image to gallery

Tap to sharpen details 
and enhance them. Each 

tap will sharpen the 
image a little more

Tap to revert to 
original image

Tap to delete image

Tap to add Annotations 
to the image 

Tap to Undo or 
Redo last change
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Sharpen (continued)

Long tap on the “Sharpen” button will open a drop down “Sharpen” options:

Touch and hold to access 
additional Sharpening options

Drag bars up or down to  
sharpen image manually
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Emboss
The Emboss tool transforms the grayscale so that it has an overall 3D appearance. The tool facilitates 
the analysis process while making certain details, that are otherwise hidden, come out. 

Touch and hold the Emboss button to open and select from a dropdown menu:

Option Description

Strong Apply an increased Emboss effect

Medium Apply a medium Emboss effect

Light Apply a minor Emboss effect 

Short tap on the “Emboss” button will open the “Emboss”options window:

Long tap on the “Emboss” button will open a drop down “Emboss” options:

Tap to apply changes and  
return to Enhancing screen

Tap to cancel changes and  
return to Enhancing screen

Drag bars up or 
down to adjust and 

apply embossing
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Measure
The Measure tool enables reliable general measuring options. The calibration function scales image to 
real size quickly while resolving the magnification factor and human eye limitations.

Touch and hold the Measure button to open and select from a dropdown menu:

Option Description

Start Measurements Start measuring

Stop Measurements Stop measuring

Calibrate Measurements 
Enter a single actual linear dimension of the inspected object 
(preferably diagonal). Tap Apply.  All subsequent measurements 
will now be recalculated accordingly. 

Delete Measurement Delete previous measurement

Delete All Measurements Delete all measurements

Note: To select or change the measuring units go to Settings > Measurement Units (see setting section)

Change the measuring 
units by tapping the 

Settings>Measuring Units

Tap to start 
measuring

Tap the screen then drag/pinch to 
define the area you wish to measure. 
Length units will appear immediately

Tap to save 
image to gallery

Tap to revert to 
original image

Tap to delete image

Tap to add Annotations 
to the image 

Tap to Undo or 
Redo last change
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Long tap on the “Measure” button will open a drop down “Measure” options:

Touch and hold to 
access additional 

measuring options

Measure (continued)

Calibration Measurement

In order to calibrate the length measurements of image details we can use the Calibration measurement 
tool. This tool provides the option to measure a know length in the image and recalculate all subsequent 
measurements accordingly.
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Tool Bar

Zoom in Obtain a magnified image 

Zoom out Scale down image

Full screen View full screen image

Rotate Revolve Image clockwise

Region Focus on a specific area of interest within image

Negative Reverse Image polarity

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Zoom In
The “Zoom In” Button magnifies the displayed image. Each tap increases zoom level by 10% (percentage 
level steps can be changed in the Settings window). Default zoom level is 73% for NOVO 15 detector and 
47% for NOVO 22 detector. The current zoom level is displayed at the bottom right corner of your screen.

Note: you can touch and hold the “Zoom In” button to open and select zoom options from a dropdown 
menu:

Option Description

Fit to screen Fit display to your monitor screen

Zoom 100% View image at 100% size

Zoom region
Zoom in on a region defined through the Region tool, or define a region of 
interest to zoom in to.  

Short tap on “Zoom in” will magnify the image by 10% (as default)

Each tap on “Zoom In” 
magnifies the image 
by 10% as a default

View of current zoom
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Zoom In (continued)

Zoom In at 60%

Zoom In at 100%

Zoom In at 80%

Zoom In at 140%

Long tap on “Zoom In” button will open a drop down “Zoom In” options:

Touch and hold to 
access additional 
“Zoom In” options
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Zoom Region

To select a “Zoom In” region of interest, choose “Zoom Region”, tap the screen then pinch to define 
the desired area, a white rectangle will mark the borders of the selected region and then zoom in this 
region. 

Zoom In (continued)
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Zoom Out
After you have zoomed in, you can zoom out to view the previous zoom level by tapping the “Zoom Out” 
button. Each tap scales image down by 10% (percentage level steps can be changed in the Settings). The 
current zoom level is displayed at the bottom right corner of your screen. Maximal zoom out level is 30%. 

Touch and hold the “Zoom Out” button to open and select from a dropdown menu:

Option Description

Fit to screen Fit display to your monitor screen

Zoom 100% View image at 100% size

Zoom region
Zoom in on a region defined through the Region tool, or define a region of 
interest to zoom in to.  

Note: Drop down options for “Zoon In” and “Zoon Out” have the same functions.

Short tap on “Zoom out” will scale down the image by 10% (as default):

Tap to view previous zoom

Each tap on “Zoom out” 
scales down the image by 

10% as a default

View of current zoom
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Zoom Out (continued)

Long tap on “Zoom Out” button will open a drop down “Zoom Out” options:

Touch and hold to 
access additional 

“Zoom Out” options

Zoom in and out with your fingers:

You can zoom in and zoom out by using two fingers gesture (same as on Smartphone). 
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Full Screen
The Full Screen function expands image to fill up your entire screen. 

Tap the “Full Screen” button to switch to a Full Screen mode. 

Tap the “Exit Full Screen” button to go back to previous screen.  

Tap to switch to  
“Full Screen” mode

Tap to exit  
“Full Screen” 

mode
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Rotate
The “Rotate” function changes image orientation. Each tap on the “Rotate” button rotates image 90 
degrees clockwise.  

Long tap on the “Rotate” button opens a drop down options that enables also to flip image horizontally 
and vertically

Tap to rotate image. 
Each tap rotates 

image 90° clockwise

Default View/Rotate 360°

Rotate 180

Rotate 90°

Rotate 270
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Rotate (continued)

Long tap on the “Rotate” button will open a drop down “Rotate” options:

Tap to rotate image. 
Each tap rotates 

image 90° clockwise

Flip Image Horizontally Flip Image Vertically
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Region
The “Region” function allows you to select a specific inner section within the image and apply enhancing 
tools to it. 

To select a region of interest, tap the screen then pinch to define the desired area. An Orange rectangle 
will mark the borders of the selected region. 

To apply enhancing tools (Sharpen, Leveling and Emboss), Zoom Region and Negative to the selected 
area, simply tap the desired button.   

To select a region, tap 
the screen then pinch 
to define the desired 

area. An orange 
rectangle will mark 
the borders of the 

selected region

Tap to select a 
specific region and 

apply enhancing tools

Region – Negative Region - Sharpness Zoom Region

Region - LevelingRegion - Emboss
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Negative
The “Negative” function reverses image polarity; the lightest areas become the darkest, and vice-versa. 
To apply – Tap the “Negative” button. 

Note: to select or change polarity as a default go to Settings >Default Polarity

Positive view

Negative view

Tap to go back to 
positive image

Tap to view  
negative image
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Right Bar

Save Save original and processed images to Gallery

Original Return to the original image saved in the Gallery

Undo Cancel the last change made

Redo cancel a previous “Undo”

Delete Delete file from Gallery

Annotations Add comments or mark details on the image

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Save
Images grabbed and processed images created can be saved to the Gallery (image database) by tapping 
the “Save” button.

Once the “Save” button is tapped, the following “Image Information” screen will appear:

Make sure to tap “Save” upon completion. 

The saved Image will appear in the Gallery in the Folder specified. 

1. Enter File Name
Tap X to return previous screen 

without saving changes2. Tap the dropdown 
menu icon to create 
a new folder or select 
an existing one

4. Tap the dropdown 
menu icon to select an 
appropriate labelling or 
create a new one

5. Enter comments 
for reference

6. Tap “Save” when done

Tap to select a file 
format from the 
dropdown menu

Date and time when 
image was taken

Source voltage (KVP)

Serial number of the detector

Number of  
averaging shots taken

X-Ray source, Detector type, 
Exposure time and image polarity 

as defined in your Settings

3. Tap the dropdown menu 
icon to select an authorized 
operator or add a new one
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Original 
Tap the “Original” button to revert to the original image saved in the Gallery.  

Note: Unless saved – your modifications will be permanently lost. The system does not display a warning 
message when the “Original” button is tapped. 

Tap to revert to  
the original image 
saved in the Gallery
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Undo
By tapping the “Undo” button you will cancel the last change made and restore image to its previous 
state.

Tap “Undo” to cancel your last action

Emboss button tapped once Original imageUndo

Rotate 90°Rotate button tapped once Undo button tapped once

Rotate 90° restored Original Image restoredRedo button tapped once

Original Image

Redo
By tapping the “Redo” button you will cancel a previous “Undo” command, and restore pre-Undo state.  
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Delete
Tap the “Delete” button to permanently remove file from the Gallery. Upon tapping the button, a pop-
up notification will appear and confirming the “Delete” action will be required. Once confirmed, the 
saved file will be permanently erased. 

Tap the “Delete” 
button to 
permanently 
delete a saved file 

If you wish to delete the file, 
tap  

otherwise tap  
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Annotations

Tap the “Annotations” button to display the annotation toolbar. To save your annotations, tap the 
“Annotations“ button in oerdr to exit the annotations screen, then tap “Save”. 

“Annotations” toolbar overview: 

Tool What it does

Select
Tap the button then tap or pinch screen to select or adjust an existing annotation. 
>  Touch and hold screen in an annotation free zone to select or delete all annotations
>  Touch and hold an existing annotation to access additional design options (detailed hereunder)   

Pointer Tap the button and then tap the screen to add a straight arrow onto your image. Arrowhead 
should point at the segment you wish to highlight 

Text Tap the button and then tap the screen to open a text box and add text to your image. Adjust 
text/color properties. Tap “Apply” when done

Rectangle Tap the button and then tap the screen to draw a rectangular shape on your image

Ellipse Tap the button and then tap the screen to draw an elliptical shape on your image
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Annotations (continued)

Tap to add text to your image. Text-color, font and 
filling can be changed. Tap “Apply” when done

Tap to draw a rectangular 
on the image

Tap to add a straight arrow to the image. Arrowhead 
should point towards the segment you wish to highlight

Tap to draw an elliptical  
on the Image
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Select 

Tap the “Select” Button then touch and hold screen to open and select from a dropdown menu with 
additional options. 

a. Touch and hold screen in an annotation-free zone: 

Option Description

Delete all annotations Delete all annotations

Select all annotations Select all annotations

Touch and hold screen 
in an annotation 
free zone to open 
and select from a 
dropdown menu

Annotations (continued)
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Select (continued)

b. Touch and hold on an existing annotation:   

Option Description

Delete annotation Delete annotation

Delete all annotations Delete all annotations

Select all Select all annotations

Bring to front Move the annotation in front of all other annotations

Send to back Move the annotation behind all other annotations

Properties Open a design properties window. Apply your preferred design settings

Touch and hold an 
existing annotation to 
open and select from a 

dropdown menu

Annotations (continued)
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Select (continued)

c. Annotation Properties:

Option Description

Line Change width and style of the line

Rop2 Mathematical actions between annotation and background behind the 
annotation

Fill Change fill style of rectangle or ellipse

Font Change font style of a text

Color Change color of foreground and background annotation

Annotations (continued)
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Settings
The “Settings” window enables adjusting basic functionalities of the software and the system according 
to the operators needs.

The Setting options are set as default and are saved in every new initial operation.

Zoom Step Set Zoon-In and Zoom-Out intervals

Orientation Set screen orientation to Portrait/Landscape

Language Set operating language

Measurement Units Set measurement units to metric/imperial

Multi Tablet Share real time images with more than one Tablet

Beacon Activate/Deactivate or select Flashlight/IR beacon mode

Siren Select a sound source: from Tablet/Control Box or both

Default Polarity Set image polarity

Control Device Select Control box/Spark/Split Cable mode

Grab External Image Use the Lookout to grab a still image of the inspected object 

Detector Select a Detector

X-ray Source Select an X-ray source which is used with the system

1
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4
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Zoom Step
Tap to select or change your Zoom intervals settings - the ratio  an image is scaled up or down with each 
tap on the zoom buttons. 

Orientation 
Tap to select or change your Screen default Orientation settings – Portrait or Landscape. 

Tap the dropdown icon

Tap the dropdown icon

Tap to select or change 
your Zoom intervals 

settings

Tap to select or 
change your Screen 
Orientation settings
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Language 
Tap to select or change your Language settings. 

Measurement Units 
Tap to select your Measurement Units you want to use: Metric or Imperial.  

Tap the dropdown icon

Tap the dropdown icon

Tap to select or  
change your 

Language settings

Tap to select or  
change your 

Measurement Units
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Multi Tablet
Tap to enable or disable Multi Tablet mode.  Enabling the Multi Tablet operation mode allows sharing 
real time images with additional distant viewer options such as another Tablet.

When enabling Multi Tablet mode on all tablets an image share message will pop up on the secondary 
Tablet each time grabbing an image with the main Tablet is in process.

Tap the dropdown icon

Tap the dropdown icon

Tap to enable or 
disable a Multi Tablet 

operation mode

Tap to deactivate or 
activate the Beacon, 

and select an 
operation mode

Beacon
The Control Box Beacon Flashlight can be used as a safety precaution when grabbing an image, in this 
mode during X-Ray operation the Flashlight will blink.

 Tap to activate or deactivate the Beacon and to select an operation mode, The Beacon has two modes 
of operation: 

1. Flash White Use of visible white LED illumination as a beacon 

2. Flash IR (Infrared) 

Use of infrared LED illumination as a beacon
Provides discreet assistance when night vision equipment is used
Note: During Infra-red beacon illumination, all other indicators are switched off 
for covert operation.
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Siren
An Audible Siren is automatically activated during an X-ray shoot. By tapping the “Siren” button you can 
select the sound source – the Control Box, the Tablet or both. 

Default Polarity
Tap to select your default polarity settings for every image received (Negative or Positive mode of display). 

Tap the dropdown icon

Tap the dropdown icon

Tap to select  
a sound source

Tap to set or  
reverse your  

polarity settings
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Control Device
Tap to choose which device you are working with: Control Box, Spark or Split Cable. 

Grab External Image
Tap to shoot a still photo of the inspected object with your Lookout module. The photos can facilitate 
real time evaluation or can be saved for future analysis. 

Tap the dropdown icon
Tap “Yes” to grab  
a still photo with 

your Lookout device
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X-ray Source
NOVO’s systems can operate with a large range of radiation sources: CP, Iridium, pulsed (including the 
entire Golden Engineering X-Ray sources) etc.

The system can either work with synchronized sources or non-synchronized sources.

Tap the “X-Ray Source” button to select the radiation source in use.

Tap the dropdown icon

Tap to select the radiation 
Source type used

Detector
Tap to select the type (15W/22W) and serial number of the Detector in use. Make sure the serial 
Number (in parenthesis) matches the number on the actual Detector you are currently using.

Tap the dropdown icon

Tap to select the 
Detector type and 
serial number used
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 Gallery 
The “Gallery” window enables the operator to view all images saved in the software (new and old) and 
other images uploaded from an external memory device.

The Gallery is divided into Folders, each folder can have one or multiple images.

Left Panel Central Panel
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Left Panel

Most Recent Tab View the most recent images taken

Unsaved Tab View unsaved images 

Viewing Pane View Most Recent/Unsaved images, as selected 

Scroll Bar Scroll up and down the viewing pane 

1

2

3

4

1. Tap to select a 
preferred display mode

2. View selected images

3. Use the scroll bar to 
move up or down the 

viewing pane
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Central Panel

Display Area, Search Box and Scroll Bar

Main Display Area View images

Search box Search images according to a Letter or phrase

Thumbnails Tab View images inside a folder

Folders Tab View Folders

Sort By Select a sorting option to view images

Scroll bar Scroll up and down the main display area 

1

2

3

4

5

6

Enter the requested 
image you need to 
be search and then 
tap the search icon 
(need to be inside 

the relevant folder).

View images on the main display area Use the Scroll Bar to 
move up or down the 

main display area
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Thumbnails tab and Folders tab 
Using the following tab gives the operator a way to switch between folders and their internal thumbnails.

Sort By
“Sort By” allows you to choose between a variety of sorting options for folders and images.

Tap to select a 
preferred viewing mode 
– Folders or Thumbnails

Tap the  
Sort Button

Tap to select 
a sorting 

option

Tap OK  
when done

View images as per 
selected sorting option
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Image Options
Touch and hold on an image to open and select from a dropdown menu:

Option Description

Enhance Tap the “Enhance” option or double tap the image to go to the Enhancing screen

Image Data Open the Image Information screen

Rename Rename image

Move Move image to a different folder

Delete Delete image

Share Save image to an external storing device

Touch and 
hold an image 
to open and 
select from 

the dropdown 
menu

Tap OK when done
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Rename

Enter a new file name. Tap 
“OK” when done

Enter a new folder name or 
tap the dropdown menu icon 
to select an existing one. Tap 

“OK” when done

Move 
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Delete

Share   
The “Share” button provides the option to save image/images to an external storage device therefore 
sharing information with another systems.

The image/images can be saved in various formats such as:

TIFF - 16bpp (*.tif), PNG – 16bpp (*.png), TIFF – 8bpp (*.tif), Bitmap – 8bpp (*.bmp), PNG – 8bpp 
(*.png), TIFF - 24bpp (*.tif), Bitmap – 24bpp (*.bmp), JPEG – 14bpp (*.jpg), PNG – 24bpp (*.png).

Tap “Yes” to permanently 
delete a saved file.  

Otherwise tap “NO”

Save file to an external 
storing device
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Folder Options
Touch and hold on a folder to open and select from a dropdown menu: 

Option Description

Open Folder Display all images in the folder

Rename Folder Rename folder

Delete Folder Delete folder

Share Save folder to an external storing device
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Open Folder 
Open a folder to view all images located in the folder.

Rename Folder

Enter a new folder name.  
Tap “OK” when done
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Delete Folder

Share
The folder “Share” button provides the option to save an entire folder as a zip file to an external storage 
device therefore sharing information with another systems.

Note: you can also unzip the folder and look at the images on a dedicated Viewer software (all images 
are saved as tif)

Tap “Yes” to permanently 
delete a folder. 

Otherwise tap “NO”

Save folder to an external 
storing device
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